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The Definitive Guide to ImageMagickApress, 2005

	ImageMagick has been in development for nearly 20 years, and for 20 years users of the project have rightly complained about its lack of documentation. I have never had the opportunity to write a book, because I am perpetually consumed with answering ImageMagick questions, fixing bugs, and adding enhancements. So when Matt Wade from Apress...
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The Motorola Xoom: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2011

	Back in the early 1990s—1993, to be
	exact—Apple Computer launched a
	handheld computer product known as the
	Newton. Interestingly, the Newton was the
	first device to be called a personal digital
	assistant (PDA), a term that lives on today.
	Essentially, it was the first tablet computer.
	The one thing that most folks...
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Cancun & the Yucatan For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007

	The spectacular coastline of Mexico’s Yucatán peninsula is a diverse playground where you can bask on pristine beaches, explore ancient ruins, play golf or tennis, go biking, snorkeling or scuba diving, do serious shopping, or escape to a secluded lagoon. With info on Cancun, Isla Mujeres, Cozumel, Playa del Carmen and the...
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Remixology: Tracing the Dub Diaspora (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2014

	Dub is the avant-garde verso of reggae, created by manipulating and reshaping recordings using studio strategies and techniques. While dub was one of the first forms of popular music to turn the idea of song inside out, it is far from being fully explored. Tracing the evolution of dub, Remixology travels from Kingston, Jamaica, across...
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Who Says Elephants Can't Dance?:  Inside IBM's Historic TurnaroundHarper Perennial, 2002

	In 1990, IBM had its most profitable year ever. By 1993, the computer industry had changed so rapidly the company was on its way to losing $16 billion and IBM was on a watch list for extinction -- victimized by its own lumbering size, an insular corporate culture, and the PC era IBM had itself helped invent.


	Then Lou Gerstner was...
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Cutting Rhythms: Shaping the Film EditFocal Press, 2009
Cutting Rhythms is about rhythm in film editing. It begins with the question, 'What can be said about the shaping of a film's rhythm in editing beyond 'it's intuitive'?' This question leads to an in-depth study of editors' rhythmic creativity and intuition, the processes and tools editors work through to shape rhythms, and the functions of...
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Management and the Arts, Fourth EditionFocal Press, 2008

	Management and the Arts, Fourth Edition provides you with theory and practical applications from all management perspectives including planning, marketing, finance, economics, organizational, staffing, and group dynamics ALL related to an arts organization. Whether you are a manager in a theatre, museum, dance company, or opera, you will gain...
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Meet the Kinect: An Introduction to Programming Natural User Interfaces (Technology in Action)Apress, 2011

	In this chapter you’ll unbox a new Kinect—or if you have one already, you’ll disconnect it from your Xbox. Then you’ll install some software, plug the Kinect into a computer, and take a look at what all of the fuss is about with this unique device. You’ll learn what the different components of the Kinect are and...
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Everyware: The Dawning Age of Ubiquitous ComputingNew Riders Publishing, 2006
From the RFID tags now embedded in everything from soda cans to the family pet, to smart buildings that subtly adapt to the changing flow of visitors, to gestural interfaces like the ones seen in Minority Report, computing no longer looks much like it used to. Increasingly invisible but present everywhere in our lives, it has moved off the desktop...
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Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 : Training from the SourceMacromedia Press, 2006
Learn by doing! The lessons in this book guide you step-by-step through the creation of a project Web site, "Yoga Sangha." With Macromedia's official guide, you'll learn how to use the leading, best-selling Web editor and gain a thorough understanding of how you can use Dreamweaver 8 to effectively manage and maintain Web sites, develop...
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The Rough Guide to the PhilippinesRough Guides, 2011

	"The Rough Guide to the Philippines" is the ultimate companion for exploring this stunning Southeast Asian archipelago. Discover the Philippines' highlights in full-colour with information on everything from the sun-kissed islands of the Visayas to the lagoons of Palawan and the tribal villages of the northern Cordilleras. This...
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Mastering the Raspberry PiApress, 2014

	You probably already know that the Raspberry Pi is an excellent teaching tool. If you want to teach Linux basics or Python programming or basic electronics, it's a great place to start. But what if you are an electronics engineer or a Linux systems administrator or a very experienced maker? You want to know all of the details and inner...
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